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Abstract—The need to simulate complex electromagnetic (EM)
wave interactions by multiple radar targets, transmitters, and
receivers to better study the performance of radar systems,
antenna designs, and/or stealth technologies has grown over
time. High performance computing (HPC) based emulators can
be used to model the scattering from multiple stationary and
moving targets for radar applications. These emulators rely on
the Radar Cross Section (RCS) of the targets being available in
complex scenarios. Representing the RCS using tables generated
from EM simulations is often times cumbersome leading to large
storage requirement. An alternative approach is to represent the
targets as a collection of isotropic or anisotropic scatterers. In
this paper we present a method to represent the RCS of complex
targets using a 3D anisotropic scatterer model, where we use the
analytical RCS representation of a large ellipsoid as the basis
function to determine the angular dependency of the RCS from
each scatterer. The scatterer model that best represents the RCS
data is obtained by solving a least square inverse problem. To
improve the correlation with EM solvers, we further break down
the optimization problem by considering shadowing effect and
use multiple models, each representing a subset of the RCS data.
The results show that the scatterer model can effectively represent
the RCS data of complex targets.

Index Terms—radar, RCS, high performance computing, point
scatterer model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic (EM) wave propagation has long been
studied in the radar communities [1, 2]. The need to simulate
complex EM wave interactions by multiple radar targets,
transmitters, and receivers to better study the performance of
radar systems [3], antenna designs [4], and/or stealth tech-
nologies [5] has grown over time. Specifically, radar targets
are illuminated by EM waves from the transmitters. They
then scatter modulated EM waves with changes in both phase
and magnitude toward the receivers. The complex geometric
configuration of a radar target determines the modulation of
the scattered signals and affects the propagation channel. The
reflection feature of a radar target is represented in the form
of a Radar Cross Section (RCS), which is a function of aspect
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angles, signal frequency, and polarization. Monostatic RCS
data consists of RCS where the incident angle and scatter angle
are identical, while bistatic RCS data consists of RCS where
the angles differ.

In high performance computing (HPC) based emulators, the
complex numbers of the RCS response from radar targets are
required to be stored as a table. The needed storage size
increases linearly with the number of target types used in
the simulation. In addition, the needed storage size increases
quadratically in the monostatic RCS data and quartically in the
bistatic RCS data with a denser aspect angle sampling. The
large quantities of data needed often times exceeds the storage
and limits its manipulations. A technique commonly used to
reduce the storage of data include using an inverse synthetic
aperture radar (ISAR) image to identify highly reflected facets
then define the scatterers [6, 7]. However, partial RCS data is
used to generate the ISAR image first instead of considering
the full RCS data directly. This paper presents an alternative
innovative approach for compressing the data from the RCS
data available using a 3D point anisotropic scatterer model
that a HPC EM emulator can use as part of the computations.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
introduce the point scatterer model and the channel model
used in the HPC EM emulator. In Section III, we propose two
approaches to generate the point scatterer models from the
RCS data. In Section IV, we present the simulation results and
comparisons. Section V shows the discussion of the results.

II. DEFINING THE HPC MODELS

In HPC EM emulators, point scatterer models represent the
targets as a collection of isotropic or anisotropic scatterers.
Path delay model and scatterer separable model are channel
models which perform EM computation with the scatterer
models.

A. Defining the Scatterer Model

The reflection feature of a radar target can be represented
as a number of isotropic or anisotropic scatterers. With an
isotropic scatterer, the reflected signal is modulated identically
in all directions, while with an anisotropic scatterer the re-
flection gain depends on the aspect angle. The aspect angle
consists of the incident angle indicating where the signal is
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Figure 1: Spherical coordinate illustra-
tion

Figure 2: Single scatterer example

transmitted from and the scatter angle indicating where the re-
ceiver is receiving the scattered signal. The incident and scatter
angle are represented in elevation and azimuth using spherical
coordinates (Figure 1) and are denoted by Ψinc = [θinc, φinc]
and Ψsca = [θsca, φsca], respectively. We denote the unit
vector of the incident angle and the scatter angle direction in
Cartesian coordinates dinc and dsca, respectively. As shown
in Figure 2, the scatterer model possesses a local coordinate
origin in the 3D space. In this coordinate, each scatterer p has
a position xp. After the transmitted electric signal illuminates
a scatterer from the incident angle and is scattered toward
the scatter angle, the signal delay τ of scatterer p relative to
a signal illuminates a scatterer at the origin depends on the
position xp, as described in equation (1):

τp =
−(〈xp,dinc〉+ 〈xp,dsca〉)

c
(1)

where c represents the speed of light and 〈·, ·〉 is the standard
inner product of two vectors.

Therefore, the overall reflection frequency response of the
point scatterer model is shown in equation (2). It is important
to note that equation (2) accounts for the propagation from
the transmitter to the scatterer and the propagation from the
scatterer scattering to the receiver:

G(f ;Ψinc,Ψsca) =

K∑
p=1

αpe
−i2πfτp

=

K∑
p=1

αpe
−i2πf(−(〈xp,dinc〉+〈xp,dsca〉)/c)

(2)

where K is the total number of point scatterers, αp is the
reflection gain of the pth contributor and f is the signal
frequency.

B. Defining the Channel Models

The fundamental concepts of the path delay model and
scatterer separable model are addressed below.

1) Path Delay Model: The path delay model views each
end-to-end propagation path as a channel as shown in Figure
3(a). The channel starts with a transmitter sending signals to
a radar target. The target then scatters the modulated signals
to another target. The signals are repeatedly scattered until
a receiver receives the end signals. As shown in equation
(3), the bistatic scattered frequency response is dependent on

the reflection gains of the target scatterer model. The channel
model includes multiple objects.

G(f ;Ψinc,Ψsca)

=

K∑
p=1

αp(Ψinc,Ψsca)e
−i2πf(−(〈xp,dinc〉+〈xp,dsca〉)/c) (3)

2) Scatterer Separable Model: In the scatterer separable
model, each transmitter, target, or receiver is considered an
object that can receive and scatter signals. Each pair of two
objects defines a channel as shown in Figure 3(b). The first
object of the pair transmits signals to the other object. The
end object then scatters a modulated signal to all other objects
in the EM environment. The property of the bistatic scattered
signal is specified by the reflection gains of the target scatterer
model as shown in equation (4). It is important to note that
the reflection gains should be two separable functions of
the incident and scatter angles, respectively. This model is
primarily used when the number of radar targets is large or
when accounting for signals that are scattered multiple times.

G(f ;Ψinc,Ψsca)

=

K∑
p=1

αinc,p(Ψinc)αsca,p(Ψsca)e
−i2πf(−(〈xp,dinc〉+〈xp,dsca〉)/c) (4)

(a) Path delay model (b) Scatterer separable model

Figure 3: Channel Model

III. CONSTRUCTING THE SCATTERER MODEL

The reflection frequency response is a complex number that
denotes the magnitude and phase changes of the far-field EM
wave signal in the spherical coordinate system after the EM
wave interacts with the target. RCS provides the ratio between
the scattered power and the incident power density for use
in system and signal processing analysis. RCS can also be
understood as the cross-sectional area (in square meters) of
a perfectly electric conducting (PEC) smooth sphere that has
the same power reflectivity. The RCS of a target can be either
measured from the real object [8] or generated approximately
using an EM field simulation software such as CST Studio
Suite, which uses physical optics-based methods [9,10]. In this
section, a method of generating the scatterer model from shape
approximation is addressed. We then propose two approaches
to generate the scatterer models from the RCS data and
compare with the results from EM simulation software.
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A. Shape Approximation

A complex object can be represented using a number of
simple shapes (plates, cylinders, etc.), each with its own
RCS, which can be computed analytically. Though the larger
values of the RCS data of objects can be captured using
this approach, the lower values cannot be captured since the
resonance effects can be significantly affected by the complex
geometric configuration. We therefore propose constructing a
more accurate scatterer model using the RCS data of objects
available from EM solvers by solving a nonlinear least square
optimization problem, as described below.

B. Basic Nonlinear Least Square Problem Optimization

We define the scattering from objects to be either isotropic
or anisotropic, as explained below.

1) Isotropic Scatterer Model: Each scatterer point is repre-
sented as a PEC smooth sphere with radius r. The analytical
RCS representation of the scatterer is πr2 and the reflection
gain is

√
πr2, which are constant at all aspect angles. The

scatterer separable model can be computationally efficient with
the isotropic scatterer model due to its separable property. We
define the scatterer locations in the local coordinate system
and the radii of the spheres as control variables.

2) Anisotropic Scatterer Model: Besides spheres, other
simple shapes such as plates and cylinders with anisotropic
scattering properties also have analytical RCS solutions. How-
ever, only the RCS of an ellipsoid is frequency indepen-
dent, which is consistent with the channel models shown in
equations (3) and (4). Therefore, we use the analytical RCS
representation of a large PEC ellipsoid shown in equation
(5), where a, b, and c represent the principal semi-axes of
the ellipsoid, as the basis function to determine the angular
dependency of the RCS of each scatterer [11]. Anisotropic
scatterer models capture the reflection features better because
the ellipsoid model has high degrees of freedom as compared
to the spherical model. We define the scatterer locations,
principal semi-axes, and rotation angles (defined as the offset
angles of θ and φ) of the ellipsoids as control variables.

The reflection frequency responses of both scatterer models
can be computed as described in Section II. A, where αp is
computed using equation (6), and the model RCS, σModel, is
computed using equation (7):

αp =
√
σp (6)

σModel = |G(f ;Ψinc,Ψsca)|2 (7)

where σp is the RCS of the pth sphere or ellipsoid. Ellipsoid
scatterer models are limited to the path delay channel model
where its RCS fidelity is more accurate than the isotropic point
scatterer model.

Using the RCS data of the radar target, the problem is then
posed as a least square inverse problem with the loss function
of a root mean square error (RMSE) between the RCS data
(from EM simulations) and the RCS of the point scatterer
model as shown in equation (8):

Loss Function =
√

1
N

∑
[10log(σTrue)− 10log(σModel)]2 (8)

where σTrue and σModel represent the vectors consisting of the
RCS data (from EM simulations) and the RCS of the scatterer
model, respectively, and N represents the length of the vector.
It is important to note that the vectors are the RCS values
evaluated at all frequency and aspect angle samples.

C. Nonlinear Least Square Problem Optimization with Shad-
owing Effect

Since the RCS data at different aspect angles is significantly
affected by the complex geometric configuration, it is difficult
to obtain a highly correlated result even if the number of
scatterer points is increased. We therefore divide the model
into multiple regions, where each region covers a set of aspect
angles. The RCS at each region is then represented by a
point scatterer model. We call this the “shadowing effect”
since a radar target should be represented using different point
scatterer models at different aspect angles. For example, if
the incident and scatter angles are both on the front side
of the radar target, the back side of the target is shadowed,
and only the front side geometry of the target contributes to
the reflection. Thus, a single optimization problem may be
decomposed into multiple problems, each with a smaller N .

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We demonstrate our results using the monostatic RCS data
of an aircraft where the incident and scatter angles are the
same. The aircraft geometry STL file is obtained from [12]
and is shown in Figure 4. The RCS data is generated from
the EM simulator CST Studio Suite [9,10] with horizontal
polarization at the 3 frequencies of 1GHz, 1.5GHz, and 2GHz.
The angle sampling increment is 10 degrees for both θ and
φ. We consider the shadowing effect by equally dividing the
aspect angles into 4 regions (Figure 5) and discuss 6 cases:
(i) 16 isotropic point scatterer model without considering the
shadowing effect, (ii) 4 isotropic point scatterer model for each
region, (iii) 16 isotropic point scatterer model for each region,
(iv) 16 anisotropic point scatterer model without considering
the shadowing effect, (v) 4 anisotropic point scatterer model
for each region, (vi) 16 anisotropic point scatterer model for
each region (Table I). We use the Sequential Quadratic Pro-
gramming solver in MATLAB. The initial settings are shown
in Table II. When using the anisotropic point scatterer model
without considering the shadowing effect, as the number of
ellipsoids increases, the RMSE decreases steadily and the

4πa2b2c2[(1 + cosθinccosθsca)cos(φsca − φinc) + sinθincsinθsca]
2

[a2(sinθscacosφsca + sinθinccosφinc)2 + b2(sinθscasinφsca + sinθincsinφinc)2 + c2(cosθsca + cosθinc)2]2
(5)
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computation time steadily increases, as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 7 presents comparison results of the RCS data from
CST Studio Suite and the modeled RCS in an image form.
Figure 8 shows the 2D polar plot matching results for the
RCS data from CST Studio Suite and the modeled RCS at
θ = 0◦ and φ = −90◦. Table III shows the RMSE results of
all cases.

V. DISCUSSION

The anisotropic scatterer model exhibits better fitting than
the isotropic scatterer model since cases (i), (iii) and (v)
results in lower RMSE comparing to cases (ii), (iv) and (vi),
respectively. For the same point number, though the shadowing
effect results provides a better correlation in the anisotropic
case, it does not improve the results in the isotropic case.
This may be due to the lack of degrees of freedom used in
the spherical isotropic model. Anisotropic scatterer models are
limited to the path delay channel model. The downside of path
delay model is that it is only applicable for small number of
radar targets. Yet, its RCS fidelity is more accurate than that
of the isotropic point scatterers.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present an innovative approach for repre-
senting objects using a 3D point anisotropic scatterer model
for use in a radar HPC emulator. Anisotropic point scatterer
models are more accurate than that of the isotropic point
scatterers. The scatterer model that best represents the RCS
data is obtained by solving a least square inverse problem. To
improve the correlation with EM solvers, we further break
down the optimization problem by considering shadowing

Figure 4: Aircraft geometry Figure 5: Region division visualiza-
tion

(a) Effects on RMSE (b) Effects on computation time

Figure 6: The effects of increasing the ellipsoid scatterer
number when not considering the shadowing effect

effect and use multiple models to represent a subset of the RCS
data. The results show that the anisotropic scatterer model can
effectively represent the RCS data of complex targets.

Table I: Case models definition

Case Number Scatterer Type Shadowing Effect Number of Points
i Isotropic Not considered 16
ii Isotropic 4 region, 4 point/region 16
iii Isotropic 4 region, 16 point/region 64
iv Anisotropic Not considered 16
v Anisotropic 4 region, 4 point/region 16
vi Anisotropic 4 region, 16 point/region 64

Table II: Initial settings

Isotropic Scatter Model Anisotropic Scatter Model
Initial Positions [0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0]

Initial Radii/ Principal Semi-Axes 1m [1, 1, 1]m
Initial Rotations NA [0◦, 0◦]

Lower /Upper Bounds Position [−10 ∼ 10,−10 ∼ 10,−10 ∼ 10] [−10 ∼ 10,−10 ∼ 10,−10 ∼ 10]
Lower /Upper Bounds Radii [10−5 ∼ 15]m [10−5 ∼ 15, 10−5 ∼ 15, 10−5 ∼ 15]m

Lower /Upper Bounds Rotations NA [−45◦ ∼ 45◦,−45◦ ∼ 45◦]

Table III: RMSE comparison between different models

Case Number RMSE
i 6.71
ii 6.78
iii 5.25
iv 5.97
v 5.43
vi 3.93
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(a) True RCS from CST (b) Case i (c) Case ii (d) Case iii

(e) Case iv (f) Case v (g) Case vi

Figure 7: Images of the RCS data at frequencies 1GHz, 1.5GHz, and 2GHz from top to bottom, respectively
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(a) Case i (b) Case ii (c) Case iii

(d) Case iv (e) Case v (f) Case vi

Figure 8: 2D polar plot of the RCS data at frequencies 1GHz, 1.5GHz, and 2GHz from top to bottom, respectively
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